
Warehouses today are under immense pressure. From labor shortages and rising costs to 

customer delivery expectations, companies are struggling to keep up. 

To make matters worse, most of the warehouses use manual processes to run their 

garment-handling operations, costing them valuable time and money. Fortunately, garments 

on hangers (GOH) is undergoing a revolution and now offers automated solutions.

OUT WITH THE OLD, IN WITH THE NEW

WALK TIME

PICK 
ACCURACY

Traditional static storage 
solutions require fixed aisles that 
waste expensive floor space.

Automated storage and retrieval 
systems (AS/RS) remove the need 
for a costly expansion by making 
better use of vertical space. 

Manual, repetitive tasks are 
time-consuming and laborious.

AS/RS operates with little 
employee intervention, allowing 
you to mitigate dependencies and 
combat labor shortage headaches.

Pickers in manual warehouses 
can spend more than 70% of 
their shifts walking and 
searching for items.2

Automated systems significantly 
reduce the time employees spend 
walking up and down aisles looking 
for stored items.

PRODUCT
DAMAGE

Manual order picking increases 
errors (wrong items or quantities 
picked) that cost you time, 
money, and your reputation. 

Automated systems boost picking 
accuracy rates to 99% or higher3 
by indicating the precise area an 
item is to be picked and how many.

Manually handling garments 
at a high rate increases the 
likelihood of product damage 
during transit or packing.

With AS/RS, products can be 
transported more quickly, 
accurately, and safely.

GOH Then GOH Now

of warehouse 
managers can’t find 
enough labor.4

GET STARTED NOW

1, 3  MHI - https://www.mhi.org/fundamentals/automated-storage

2  Industrial Technology - https://www.industrialtechmag.com/2022/06/07/automation-using-agvs-reduces-industrial-walk-time/

 4 FreightWaves - https://www.freightwaves.com/news/survey-73-of-warehouse-operators-cant-find-enough-labor

L ABOR

SPACE 
UTILIZATION

GOH: Then vs. Now

AS/RS can reclaim 

UP TO 85% 
of otherwise wasted 
floor space.1
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PUSH THE BOUNDARIES 
OF AUTOMATION

Schedule a call with Planiform’s experts to talk about how 
automated GOH solutions can transform your business. 

https://www.planiform.com/quote-request/

